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Introduction
My mother was Grace Florence Brorström (1916-2000); all four of her
grandparents were Swedes who immigrated to the USA in the 1880’s. That
makes me half-Swedish – and a proud Swedish American.

The Swedish Countryside in summertime

I am very interested in using DNA and the Ancestry.com website to learn more
about my Swedish roots, and also to find new relatives in the USA and in Sweden.
In this narrative, I will describe this approach recently allowed me to identify
several new Swedish-American relatives.

Searching for Wennström DNA Matches on Ancestry.com
I have over 1000 DNA matches on the Ancestry.com website at the level of a
fourth-cousin or closer:

In the past, it has been fruitful to search my DNA matches for surnames that
appear in my pedigree. So in early February 2019, I searched on the family name
Wennstrom, since my great-grandmother was a Swedish woman named
Bernhardina Wennström (1855-1932), who immigrated to America in 1882.
This search turned up Trisha Gable (nee Lipot) and Nicole Shaffer (nee Hickey):

I previously wrote about Trisha Gable (nee Lipot) and her father Robert Lipot –
they are descended from my second-great grandfather, Nils Wennström (18151914).1
But the name Nicole Hickey Shaffer was new to me. We indeed have a DNA
match:

Nicole and I share 17.6 cM on a single DNA segment,2 which means that we
probably aren’t any closer than fifth-cousins. Nicole also has DNA matches with
my Swedish-American Brorström cousins:
Annmarie – 26.0 cM on 2 segments
Susan – 31.0 cM on 3 segments
Stuart – 43.0 cM on 2 segments
The size of Stuart’s DNA match indicates that they could be as close as 4 th
cousins; my DNA match with Nicole is the smallest. So Nicole certainly is one of
my distant Swedish relatives, and based on the size of Stuart’s match with her,
we could be as close as 4th cousins. Her family tree shows that she is descended
from Frank Wennstrom (born 1890):
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http://www.burksoakley.com/SwedishGenealogy/LipotWennströmConnection.pdf

Recall that a centiMorgan (abbreviated cM) is a measure of the size of a DNA match; roughly speaking,
one centiMorgan is one-million base pairs in length. Any match above 7 cM is considered significant in
genetic genealogy.
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Unfortunately, Nicole’s family tree does not have any information about Frank
Wennström, other than that he was born in 1890.
A search of all the family trees on Ancestry.com turned up Frank Wennstrom
(born about 1890) in Stephen Reed’s family tree:

This tree shows that Frank’s father was Johan Peter (John) Wennström (18531939). In looking at the details about John Peter (John) Wennström, I learned
that he was a son of Nils Wennström and his wife Christina (I have her name
spelled Kristina in my family tree, and her gravestone in Hasslöv, Sweden, clearly
has the Kristina spelling):

Stephen Reed’s family tree also shows that Johan Peter (John) Wennström was
an older brother of my great-grandmother, Bernhardina Wennström (18551932). My records show that Nils Wennström and his wife had 11 children, but
just three are listed in Stephen’s tree.
So now I know how Nicole and I are related – we are third-cousins, twiceremoved. We both are descended from Nils Wennström and his wife, Kristina.

What about Stephen Reed?
Why does Stephen Reed have this branch of the Wennström family in his tree?
To answer this question, I examined the material Stephen has on the
Ancestry.com website. I first learned that Stephen and I have a DNA match.

We share 37 cM across 2 DNA segments:

I also learned that Stephen has DNA matches with my Swedish-American
Brorström cousins:
Annmarie – 11.4 cM on a single segment
Susan - 46 cM shared across 3 DNA segments
Stuart - 43 cM shared across 2 DNA segments

The following image shows part of Stephen’s family tree from the Ancestry.com
website:

I learned that Stephen is descended from Nils Wennström through his son Johan
Peter (John) Wennström – just like Nicole is.
Here is a chart showing how Stephen and I are related:

In looking at his tree, I realized that Stephen’s mother was a Lipot, and I wrote
about my relationship with the Lipot family in an earlier narrative (see footnote
1, above).
Here is a chart showing how Stephen and Trisha are related – they are first
cousins:

Their line is shown in the Wennström Family Book

This shows Johan Peter (John) Wennström, who immigrated to America in 1869,
as well as his children John Lewis* (born 1876) and Frank* Arthur (born 1890).
Recall that Stephen is descended from John Lewis, while Nicole is descended
from Frank Arthur.
Table 27 in the Wennström Family book shows that John Lewis had a daughter
Olive* Ruth (who was Stephen’s grandmother).
Table 26 in the Wennström family book also shows that most all of the children
of Johan Peter (John) Wennström immigrated to America, and settled on the east
coast.
Conclusion
In this narrative, I have identified DNA matches with living Wennström relatives
who live in the USA; both of them are descended from Johan Peter (John)
Wennström, who was an older brother of my great-grandmother, Bernhardina
Wennström.
My DNA matches with Nicole and Stephen are consistent with the genealogical
record. Both of them also have DNA matches with my Swedish-American
Brorström cousins.

Appendix: Photos Related to Nils Wennström

Burks standing in front of Nils Wennström’s house in Menlösa, Sweden

The gravestone of Nils Wennström & his wife Kristina,
in the church cemetery in Hasslöv, Sweden.

